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We are a group of enthusiasts, who built the 'Libra Lures' brand on years 

of experience in lure fishing. We produce artificial lures designed to catch 

all species of fish feeding on insects and larvae. One of the founding 

fathers of the brand is Mateusz Okoń - a long-time participant of Polish 

GPx in spinning discipline and a participant of World Championships. The 

main designer of our lures is Tomasz Podkul, the current winner of the 

trout GPx of Poland and presently the best spinning angler in the world in 

trout fishing from the bank.

Our biggest challenge was to ensure a proper technology and select a 

product material, which a fish will not pass unnoticed. After intensive trials 

lasting for months we managed to overcome all the obstacles and obtain 

a very soft material of high buoyancy and at the same time resistant to 

sharp teeth of predators.

This catalog presents products created out of passion, love for fishing 

and communing with nature.

®
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DYING WORM

Dying Worm - it's a lure with endless possibilities! The combination 

of super elastic and buoyant material gives us the possibility of 

provoking many species of fish, not only predatory ones. The 

slightest movement of the water or a gentle twitch of the rod tip makes 

the Dying Worm start to move and tempt even very cautious and 

inactive fish.
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DYING WORM

DYING WORM

70 15

80 12

MODEL SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005000
GLOW UV

GREEN

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011
HOT

ORANGE

018017
PINK

PEARL
BUBBLE

GUM

019
HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

RED

021 026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS



DYING WORM

Classical Jig head

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

Jig rig - o�set hook

Tungsten bead on fly hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Jig head – O�set hook

TEXAS RIG

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

CAROLINA RIG

Cheburashka – O�set hook

Side Strap – Straight hook / Classic

SBIRULINO
6
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Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Jig head – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

texas rig

carolina rig

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Cheburashka – Offset hook

Classical Jig head

- Dying Worm 70 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3.0 - 5.5mm, hook size #6 - 8 streamer or #8 jig.
- Dying Worm 80 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3.3 - 5.5mm, hook size #4 - 6 streamer or #6 jig.

- Dying Worm 70 - jig head hook #6 - 8, weight 0.5 - 3g.
- Dying Worm 80 - jig head hook #4 - 6, weight 1 - 5g.

- Dying Worm 70 - jig head offset hook #6, weight 1 - 3.5g.
- Dying Worm 80 - jig head offset hook #4, weight 1 - 5g.

- Dying Worm 70 - straight hook with large eye in size #6, cheburashka weight 1 - 5g.
- Dying Worm 80 - straight hook with large eye in size #4, cheburashka weight 1.5 - 8g.

- Dying Worm 70 - offset hook with large eye in size #6, cheburashka weight 1 - 5g.
- Dying Worm 80 - offset hook with large eye in size #4, cheburashka weight 1.5 - 8g.

- Dying Worm 70 - straight hook with large eye in size #6, weight 1 - 8g.
- Dying Worm 80 - straight hook with large eye in size #4, weight 1 - 12g.

- Dying Worm 70 - offset hook with large eye in size #6, weight 1 - 8g.
- Dying Worm 80 - offset hook with large eye in size #4, weight 1 - 12g.

- Dying Worm 70 - offset hook with large eye in size #6, bullet weight 1 - 8g.
- Dying Worm 80 - offset hook with large eye in size #4, bullet weight 1 - 12g.

- Dying Worm 70 - offset hook with large eye in size #6, bullet weight 1 - 8g.
- Dying Worm 80 - offset hook with large eye in size #4, bullet weight 1 - 12g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

brown trout, rainbow trout, perch, chub, ide, grayling and whitefish. rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.4PE - 0.06-0.08mm or 0.12-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Dying Worm   70 / 80
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FATTY D’WORM 65

FATTY D’WORM 75

10

8

Fatty D'Worm - This is a very surprising lure, it appears too big and 

chunky, and yet fish not much bigger than it can attack it. It can be 

fished with a lot of weight on it as well as with a little weight on it, and it 

will always work well. When rigging, remember not to stiffen the body 

with too long a hook shank. If we choose the right weight, retrieving 

our lure is easy and pleasant, even in strong current. The lure, thanks 

to its construction, rarely gets stuck in the snags, you can safely leave 

it on the bottom, even if the fishery is covered with weeds, you can fish 

with it both aggressively, by overloading it ... as well as very lightly. It 

will always work well.

FATTY D’WORM

8
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MODEL SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



TEXAS RIG

CAROLINA RIG

SBIRULINO

FATTY D’WORM
MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK
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Classical Jig head Jig rig - o�set hook

Tungsten bead on fly hook JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook Side Strap – Straight hook / Classic



brown trout, rainbow trout, huchen, salmon, sea trout, chub, 
zander, perch

rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.4PE - 0.06-0.08mm or 0.12-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

texas rig

carolina rig

- Fatty D’Worm 65 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,5 - 7,0mm, hook size #6 streamer or #4 jig.
- Fatty D’Worm 75 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,8 - 7,0mm, hook size #4 streamer or #4 jig.

- Fatty D’Worm 65 - jig head hook #4, weight 1,0 - 8g.
- Fatty D’Worm 75 - jig head hook #2, weight 1,5 - 8g.

- Fatty D’Worm 65 - jig head offset hook #4, weight 1,0 - 8g.
- Fatty D’Worm 75 - jig head offset hook #2, weight 1,5 - 8g.

- Fatty D’Worm 65 - straight hook with large eye in size #4, cheburashka weight 1,0 - 15g.
- Fatty D’Worm 75 - straight hook with large eye in size #2, cheburashka weight 1,5 - 15g.

- Fatty D’Worm 65 - offset hook with large eye in size #4, cheburashka weight 1,0 - 15g.
- Fatty D’Worm 75 - offset hook with large eye in size #2, cheburashka weight 1,5 - 15g.

- Fatty D’Worm 65 - straight hook with large eye in size #4, weight 1,0 - 15g.
- Fatty D’Worm 75 - straight hook with large eye in size #2, weight 1,5 - 15g.

- Fatty D’Worm 65 - offset hook with large eye in size #4, weight 1,0 - 15g.
- Fatty D’Worm 75 - offset hook with large eye in size #2, weight 1,5 - 15g.

- Fatty D’Worm 65 - offset hook with large eye in size #4, bullet weight 3,0 - 21g.
- Fatty D’Worm 75 - offset hook with large eye in size #2, bullet weight - 21g.

- Fatty D’Worm 65 - offset hook with large eye in size #4, bullet weight 3,0 - 21g.
- Fatty D’Worm 75 - offset hook with large eye in size #2, bullet weight - 21g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

Fatty D’Worm   65 / 75
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Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Jig head – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

Tungsten head on fly hook

Cheburashka – Offset hook

Classical Jig head



FATTY D’WORM
55

TOURNAMENT
12

Fatty D'Worm Tournament - at the request of many anglers, 

including trout competitors from all over Europe, a new model - 55mm 

- has been added to the Fatty family. It has been trimmed down and 

shortened to avoid "empty" bites of smaller fish. We can rig it with

a classic #4-6 size fly hook and catch 25 cm fish efficiently and 

effortlessly. The Fatty D'Worm Tournament is the easiest lure to use 

by far from our brand. If you are starting your trout fishing adventure, 

start with the Fatty D'Worm Tournament 55 mm.

FATTY D’WORM TOURNAMENT

12
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MODEL SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



TEXAS RIG

CAROLINA RIG

SBIRULINO

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

FATTY D’WORM TOURNAMENT
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Classical Jig head Jig rig - o�set hook

Tungsten bead on fly hook JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook Side Strap – Straight hook / Classic



texas rig

carolina rig

- Fatty D’Worm Tournament 55 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,5 - 7,0mm, hook size #6 streamer or #4 - 6 jig.

- Fatty D’Worm Tournament 55 - jig head hook #4 - 6, weight 1,0 - 8g.

- Fatty D’Worm Tournament 55 - jig head offset hook #4 - 6, weight 1,0 - 8g.

- Fatty D’Worm Tournament 55 - straight hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, cheburashka weight 1,0 - 10g.

- Fatty D’Worm Tournament 55 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, cheburashka weight 1,0 - 10g.

- Fatty D’Worm Tournament 55 - straight hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, weight 1,0 - 10g.

- Fatty D’Worm Tournament 55 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, weight 1,0 - 10g.

- Fatty D’Worm Tournament 55 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, bullet weight 3,0 - 15g.

- Fatty D’Worm Tournament 55 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, bullet weight 3,0 - 15g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

brown trout, rainbow trout, chub, zander, perch, zander, perch. rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.4PE - 0.06-0.08mm or 0.12-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Fatty D’Worm Tournament   55
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Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook



FLEX WORM 95 10

Flex Worm - is the number one lure when it comes to catching 

sluggish and uncooperative fish. It has been designed to make fishing 

simple, fun and effective! Thanks to its curved tail, the lure works with 

the slightest movement of the rod tip. It straightens and curls 

provoking the fish to attack. No fish will pass indifferently by such a 

naturally working earthworm. Its innovative shape makes it a versatile 

lure and very easy to use.

FLEX WORM

16
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MODEL SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



TEXAS RIG

CAROLINA RIG

SBIRULINO

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

FLEX WORM
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Classical Jig head
Jig rig - o�set hook

Tungsten bead on fly hook JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

Side Strap – Straight hook / Classic



texas rig

carolina rig

- Flex Worm 95 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,5 - 7,0mm, hook size #4 - 6 streamer or #4 jig.

- Flex Worm 95 - jig head hook #4 - 6, weight 1,0 - 7g.

- Flex Worm 95 - jig head offset hook #4 - 6, weight 1,0 - 7g.

- Flex Worm 95 - straight hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, cheburashka weight 1,5 - 10g.

- Flex Worm 95 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, cheburashka weight 1,5 - 10g.

- Flex Worm 95 - straight hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, weight 1,0 - 12g.

- Flex Worm 95 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, weight 1,0 - 12g.

- Flex Worm 95 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, bullet weight 1,0 - 12g.

- Flex Worm 95 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6 , bullet weight 1,0 - 12g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

brown trout, rainbow trout, barbel, perch, chub, ide  whitefish.  and rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.4PE - 0.06-0.08mm or 0.12-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Flex Worm   95
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Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook



LARVA

LARVA 30 15

LARVA 35 12

LARVA 45 8

MODEL

Larva - it is our most universal lure. It works exceptionally well in 

rivers, ponds and lakes, provoking everything that moves underwater 

to attack. Finely rigged, it looks very natural and we can easily 

outsmart both wary trout and timid chub. Larva should be cast over a 

potential fish's spot and let it flow freely. The less corrections to the 

line on the way down the better. When rigging, make sure not to 

overload it. Run it close to the bottom so that it floats just above it. On 

a tense line we move it just above the bottom and from time to time we 

try to give it a bit of life by a gentle twitch of the rod tip.

20
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SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



TEXAS RIG

CAROLINA RIG

SBIRULINO

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

LARVA
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Classical Jig head

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

Jig rig - o�set hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Side Strap – Straight hook / Classic



texas rig

carolina rig

- Larva 30 - slotted tungsten bead in size 2,0 - 4,5mm , hook size #8 - 12 jig.
- Larva 35 - slotted tungsten bead in size 2,5 - 5,5mm , hook size #6 - 8 jig. 
- Larva 45 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,5 - 7mm , hook size #2 - 4 jig.

- Larva 30 - jig head hook #6 - 8, weight 0,5 - 3g.
- Larva 35 - jig head hook #4 - 6, weight 1 - 5g.
- Larva 45 - jig head hook #2 - 4, weight 1 - 8g.

- Larva 30 - jig head offset hook #8 - 6, weight 1 - 3,5g.
- Larva 35 - jig head offset hook #6 - 4, weight 1 - 5g.
- Larva 45 - jig head offset hook #4 - 2, weight 1 - 8g.

- Larva 30 - straight hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, cheburashka weight 1 - 4g.
- Larva 35 - straight hook with large eye in size #6 - 4, cheburashka weight 1 - 6g.
- Larva 45 - straight hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, cheburashka weight 1,5 - 8g.

- Larva 30 - offset hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, cheburashka weight 1 - 4g.
- Larva 35 - offset hook with large eye in size #6 - 4, cheburashka weight 1 - 6g.
- Larva 45 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, cheburashka weight 1,5 - 8g.

- Larva 30 - straight hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, weight 1 - 6g.
- Larva 35 - straight hook with large eye in size #6 - 4, weight 1 - 10g.
- Larva 45 - straight hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, weight 1 - 15g.

- Larva 30 - offset hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, weight 1 - 6g.
- Larva 35 - offset hook with large eye in size #6 - 4, weight 1 - 10g.
- Larva 45 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, weight 1 - 15g.

- Larva 30 - offset hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, bullet weight 1 - 6g.
- Larva 35 - offset hook with large eye in size #6 - 4, bullet weight 1 - 10g.
- Larva 45 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, bullet weight 1 - 15g.

- Larva 30 - offset hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, bullet weight 1 - 6g.
- Larva 35 - offset hook with large eye in size #6 - 4, bullet weight 1 - 10g.
- Larva 45 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, bullet weight 1 - 15g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial 
reservoirs water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.5PE – 0,04-0,08 mm or 0,10-0,16 mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing 
waters such as commercial Trout 
Area ponds and medium-sized 
rivers when fishing for whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for 
fishing wild fish in large rivers and 
fishing for predators such as perch, 
zander in dammed reservoirs, 
lakes.

Unscented - for those with
a sensitive sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Larva   30 / 35 / 45

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

brown trout, rainbow trout, barbel, chub, ide, grayling  whitefish.  and



LARVA MULTI

Larva Multi - an extremely versatile and reliable lure in the form of 

five connected 25mm Larvas. This solution allows us to fish with one, 

two or more worms, depending on the needs. The single 25mm Larva 

will work great for whitefish in both standing waters and rivers, while 

the double ones will be most effective when fishing for brown trout. 

We use Larva's triple rigging to achieve greater buoyancy of the lure 

and visibility underwater.

24
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MODEL SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT

LARVA MULTI 25  (5 x 5 szt.)125  (5 x 25 mm)



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

x 5

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

LARVA MULTI

26
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JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Classical Jig head or Tungsten bead on fly hook 

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic



- Larva Multi 5x25 - slotted tungsten bead in size 2 - 4mm ,hook size #12 - 14 jig
                                linked, hook size  #10

- Larva Multi 5x25 - jig head hook #8 - 12, weight 0,5 - 3g.

- Larva Multi 5x25 - straight hook with large eye in size #8 - 12, cheburashka weight 1 - 5g.

- Larva Multi 5x25 - straight hook with large eye in size #8 - 12, weight 1 - 6g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.5PE – 0,04-0,08 mm or 0,10-0,16 mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Larva Multi   5 x 25
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

brown trout, rainbow trout, barbel, chub, ide, grayling  whitefish.  and



Largo - a perfect imitation of an insect pupa, which is the basic food 

of many species of fish. The basic weapon during fishing for rainbow 

trout in Trout Area type fisheries and during winter and early spring 

chub fishing. The lure is available in two sizes, 30mm and 35mm, in 

order to be able to choose the right size for feeding fish.

LARGO

LARGO 30

LARGO 35

MODEL

12

10
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



LARGO

SBIRULINO

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

Jig rig - o�set hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic



glówka jigowa - hak offsetowy-

jig rig - hak prosty / klasyczny

jig rig - hak offsetowy

glówka wolframowa na haku muchowym-

czeburaszka - hak offsetowy

klasyczna glówka jigowa-

- Largo 30 – główka wolframowa typu slotted w rozmiarze 3,0 – 5,5mm , rozmiar haczyka #4-6 typu jig.
- Largo 35 - główka wolframowa typu slotted w rozmiarze 3,5 – 7mm , rozmiar haczyka #2-4 typu jig.

- Largo 30 – główka jigowa hak #4-6 , waga obciążenia 0,5 - 4g.
- Largo 35 - główka jigowa hak #2-4 , waga obciążenia 1 - 6g.

- Largo 35  - główka jigowa hak offsetowy #4-2 , waga obciążenia 1 - 8g.

- Largo 30 – hak prosty z dużym oczkiem w rozmiarze #4-6 , waga czeburaszki 1 - 6g.
- Largo 35 - hak prosty z dużym oczkiem w rozmiarze #2-4 , waga czeburaszki 1 – 10g.

- Largo 30 – hak prosty z dużym oczkiem w rozmiarze #4-6 , waga czeburaszki 1 - 6g.
- Largo 35 - hak offsetowy z dużym oczkiem w rozmiarze #2-4 , waga czeburaszki 1 – 10g.

- Largo 30 – hak prosty z dużym oczkiem w rozmiarze #4-6 , obciążenie 1 - 6g.
- Largo 35 - hak prosty z dużym oczkiem w rozmiarze #2-4 , obciążenie 1 - 10g.

- Largo 30 – hak prosty z dużym oczkiem w rozmiarze #4-6 , obciążenie 1 - 6g.
- Largo 35 - hak offsetowy z dużym oczkiem w rozmiarze #2-4 , obciążenie 1 - 10g.

*rozmiary haków mogą znacznie się różnić w zależności od producenta.

pstrąg potokowy, pstrąg tęczowy, brzana, kleń, jaź, lipień oraz 
białoryb.

rzeki, jeziora, stawy, sztuczne zbiorniki 
wodne, kanały.

niezbędnym elementem dobrze dobranego zestawu będzie 
odpowiednio pracujące wędzisko o długości 185-220cm / 1-6g, 
które nie tylko będzie dobrze amortyzowało odjazdy ryby podczas 
holu ale również będzie miało odpowiednią szybkość przy zacięciu 
ryby oraz pomoże prawidłowo prowadzić przynętę i czuć często 
bardzo delikatne brania. Do takich wędzisk zalecany jest 
kołowrotek w rozmiarze 2000-3000 z precyzyjnym hamulcem. 
Plecionka w rozmiarze +-0.2-0.5PE – 0,004-0,008mm lub żyłki o 
średnicy 0,10-0,16mm dobrej jakości. Takim zestawem możemy 
swobodnie łowić większość gatunków ryb. Podczas łowienia 
większych ryb sprzęt wymaga modyfikacji oraz dopasowania pod 
konkretne warunki.

Ser – doskonale sprawdza się w wodach 
stojących typu stawy komercyjne Trout 
Area oraz średniej wielkości rzekach 
podczas łowienia białorybu. 

Kryl – zalecany głównie do łowienia dzikich 
ryb w dużych rzekach oraz łowienia 
drapieżników tj. okonie, sandacze w 
zbiornikach zaporowych, jeziorach . 

RYBY

SPRZĘT

ŁOWISKO

AROMAT

- Largo 30 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,0 - 5,5mm,  hook size #4 - 6 jig.
- Largo 35 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,5 - 7mm, hook size #2 - 4 jig.

- Largo 30 - jig head hook #4 - 6, weight 0,5 - 4g.
- Largo 35 - jig head hook #2 - 4, weight 1 - 6g.

- Largo 35 - jig head offset hook #4 - 2, weight 1 - 8g.

- Largo 30 - straight hook with large eye in sizee #4 - 6, cheburashka weight 1 - 6g.
- Largo 35 - straight hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, cheburashka weight 1 - 10g.

- Largo 30 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, cheburashka weight 1 - 6g.
- Largo 35 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, cheburashka weight 1 - 10g.

- Largo 30 - straight hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, weight 1 - 6g.
- Largo 35 - straight hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, weight 1 - 10g.

- Largo 30 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, weight 1 - 6g.
- Largo 35 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, weight 1 - 10g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.5PE - 0.04-0.08mm or 0.10-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Largo   30 / 35
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

brown trout, rainbow trout, barbel, chub, ide, grayling  whitefish.  and



KUKOLKA

Kukolka - is an essential tool when fishing for rainbow trout. Its 

greatest asset is its shape, which makes the lure work well in almost 

all techniques while retrieving it. From natural, fine presentation to 

aggressive twitching. When designing Kukolka, we put a lot of care 

into the construction of the ring segments and their clarity, so that it 

stands out from its surroundings in the water and quickly catches the 

eye of the fish. This is especially important on commercial waters and 

those with low transparency. A perfect lure for fast fishing of rainbow 

trout, chub and brown trout during water rising.

KUKOLKA 27

KUKOLKA 42

MODEL

15

10
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®

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



SBIRULINO

KUKOLKA
MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

Jig rig - o�set hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic



- Kukolka 27 - slotted tungsten bead in size 2,0 - 4,0mm, hook size #8 - 12 jig type.
- Kukolka 42 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,5 - 7mm, hook size #2 - 4 jig type.

- Kukolka 27 - jig head hook #6-8, weight 0,5 - 3g.
- Kukolka 42 - jig head hook #2-4, weight 1 - 8g.

- Kukolka 42 - jig head offset hook #4-2, weight 1 - 8g.

- Kukolka 27 - straight hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, cheburashka weight 0,5 - 5g.
- Kukolka 42 - straight hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, cheburashka weight 1 - 10g.

- Kukolka 27 - offset hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, cheburashka weight 0,5 - 5g.
- Kukolka 42 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, cheburashka weight 1 - 10g.

- Kukolka 27 - straight hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, weight 1 - 6g.
- Kukolka 42 - straight hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, weight 1 - 10g.

- Kukolka 27 - offset hook with large eye in size #8 - 6, weight 1 - 6g.
- Kukolka 42 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, weight 1 - 10g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.5PE - 0.04-0.08mm or 0.10-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Kukolka   27 / 42
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

brown trout, rainbow trout, barbel, chub, ide, grayling  whitefish.  and



LARGO SLIM 

Largo Slim - this is a smaller and slimmer version of Largo. This small 

larva has the potential to provoke cautious fish and is extremely 

effective in fisheries with high fishing pressure, where often the key to 

success is to give a small lure when the fish are feeding on tiny insects 

(a common situation during summer lows in rivers). Rigged with a 

small tungsten bead on a fly jig hook on a finesse set, it will help to 

tempt even the most finicky fish. It is dedicated as a lure for small 

rivers and streams.

LARGO SLIM 28

LARGO SLIM 34

MODEL

15

12
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



LARGO SLIM
MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

Jig rig - o�set hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic



- Largo Slim 28 - slotted tungsten bead in size 2,0 - 4,0mm, hook size #8 - 12 jig type.
- Largo Slim 34 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,5 - 4,8mm, hook size #6 - 8 jig type.

- Largo Slim 28 - jig head hook #6 - 10, weight 0,5 - 3g.
- Largo Slim 34 - jig head hook #4 - 6, weight 1 - 5g.

- Largo Slim 34 - jig head offset hook #4 - 2, weight 1 - 5g.

- Largo Slim 28 - straight hook with large eye in size #6 - 10, cheburashka weight 0,5 - 4g.
- Largo Slim 34 - straight hook with large eye in size #4 - 8, cheburashka weight 0,5 - 6g.

- Largo Slim 28 - offset hook with large eye in size #6 - 10, cheburashka weight 0,5 - 4g.
- Largo Slim 34 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 8, cheburashka weight 0,5 - 6g.

- Largo Slim 28 - straight hook with large eye in size #6 - 10, weight 1 - 5g.
- Largo Slim 34 - straight hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, weight 1 - 8g.

- Largo Slim 28 - offset hook with large eye in size #6 - 10, weight 1 - 5g.
- Largo Slim 34 - offset hook with large eye in size #4 - 6, weight 1 - 8g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

brown trout, rainbow trout, barbel, chub, ide, grayling  whitefish.  and rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.5PE - 0.04-0.08mm or 0.10-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Largo Slim   28 / 34
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook



Slight Worm - this small, inconspicuous worm is another lure in our 

offer dedicated to fisheries with high fishing pressure. If properly 

rigged and finely retrieved on a finesse set it may turn out to be the so 

called "last resort". The basic lure for ultra light spinning fans chasing 

whitefish.

SLIGHT WORM 

15

MODEL

SLIGHT WORM 38
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®

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



SLIGHT WORM 

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK
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LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic



- Slight Worm 38 - slotted tungsten bead in size 2,0 - 4,8mm,  hook size #8 - 12 jig type.

- Slight Worm 38 - jig head hook #8 - 12, weight 0,5 - 3g.

- Slight Worm 38 - straight hook with large eye in size #8 - 12, cheburashka weight 0,5 - 5g.

- Slight Worm 38 - straight hook with large eye in size #8 - 12, weight 1 - 6g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

brown trout, rainbow trout, rudd, chub, ide, grayling  whitefish.  and rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.5PE - 0.04-0.08mm or 0.10-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Slight Worm   38
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®

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic



PRO NYMPH

15

MODEL

PRO NYMPH 18

PRO Nymph - the key thing when fishing with nymphs is to match the 

weight of the jig head to the fishery and the activity of the fish. We use 

the nymph for short and very smooth twitches in order to give it some 

life and make its movement look like a natural prey. This is quite easy 

as the tail is very soft and the thicker tips make it twitch quickly. With

a nymph we usually fish places near the very bottom. Usually they 

are lifted about 5-10 cm above the bottom and then they fall freely. 

When fishing in the river we try to choose the speed of retrieve so that 

it is not faster than the flow of the river. The path of the nymph has to 

be such that it passes as close as possible to the obstacle i.e. stone, 

branch, clump of weed, that is a potential hideout for predators. In the 

crucial moment of the retrieve the nymph MUST fall just before the 

obstacle.

44
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®

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



MAX STANDARD HOOK

PRO NYMPH
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®

Classical Jig head

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic



- Pro Nymph 18 - slotted tungsten bead in size 2,0 - 4,8mm, hook size #10 - 14 jig type.

- Pro Nymph 18 - jig head hook #8 - 12, weight 0,5 - 3g.

- Pro Nymph 18 - straight hook with large eye in size #10 - 14, cheburashka weight 0,5 - 5g.

- Pro Nymph 18 - straight hook with large eye in size #8 - 12, weight 1 - 6g.

brown trout, rainbow trout, rudd, chub, ide, grayling  whitefish.  and rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.5PE - 0.04-0.08mm or 0.10-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

Pro Nymph   18

47

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic



TURBO WORM 

Turbo Worm - due to many requests from Trout Area anglers and 

competitors not only from Poland, we designed the Turbo model. 

Because of our special, strongly floating material used for Trout 

Series, we created a brindle "killer". Its main target are rainbow trout 

and perch. It will also perform excellently when fishing for silver fish. 

The Turbo Worm's body is equipped with additional legs, which are 

not only attractive for fish, but also act as an anti-snag. This is 

extremely important when fishing in places where leaves gather and it 

is difficult to get the lure under the surface of the water - every cast 

ends with a leaf at the end of the rig, which makes speed fishing very 

difficult.

48

8

MODEL

TURBO WORM 56

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)

KRILL

CHEESE

NO SCENT



WHITE

001 004
SILVER
PEARL

CHEESE

005

006
HOT

YELLOW

007
YELLOW

008
DARK

YELLOW

011

018017

HOT
ORANGE

PINK
PEARL

BUBBLE
GUM

019

RED

021

HOT
PINK

019 020
PURPLE

WITH GLITTER

026 031
HOT GREEN OLIVE

027
APPLE
GREEN

036 040038
COFFEE

MILK
BLACKBROWN

035
PELLETS

000
GLOW UV

GREEN



TURBO WORM

DROP SHOT

tokyo  rig

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

50

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

Jig rig - o�set hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic



- Turbo Worm 56 - slotted tungsten bead in size 3,5 - 7,0mm, hook size #2 - 4 jig type.

- Turbo Worm 56 - jig head hook #2 - 4, weight 1,0 - 8g.

- Turbo Worm 56 - jig head offset hook #2 - 4,weight 1,0 - 8g.

- Turbo Worm 56 - straight hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, cheburashka weight 1,5 - 8g.

- Turbo Worm 56 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, cheburashka weight 1,5 - 8g.

- Turbo Worm 56 - straight hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, weight 1,0 - 15g.

- Turbo Worm 56 - offset hook with large eye in size #2 - 4, weight 1,0 - 15g.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

Turbo Worm   56

brown trout, rainbow trout, barbel, perch, chub, ide  whitefish.    and rivers, lakes, ponds, artificial reservoirs 
water, canals.

an essential element of a properly composed set will be an 
adequately performing rod, 185-220cm / 1-6g in length, which will not 
only properly absorb the fish's runs during the fight but will also have 
the necessary backbone when you hook the fish and help you 
properly retrieve the lure and feel the often very gentle bites. For such 
rods a reel in 2000-3000 size with a precise drag is recommended. 
Braided line of size +-0.2-0.4PE - 0.06-0.08mm or 0.12-0.16mm 
diameter monofilament of high quality. With such a set we can easily 
catch most species of fish. When fishing for larger fish, the set needs 
to be modified and adjusted to the specific conditions.

Cheese - perfect for use in standing waters 
such as commercial Trout Area ponds and 
medium-sized rivers when fishing for 
whitefish. 

Krill - recommended mainly for fishing wild 
fish in large rivers and fishing for predators 
such as perch, zander in dammed 
reservoirs, lakes.

Unscented - for those with a sensitive 
sense of smell.

FISH

TACKLE

FISHERIES

SCENT

51

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Tungsten bead on fly hook

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook







Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128mm / 5" - as the name suggests, 

this lure has been designed for the most popular rigging system in 

bass fishing, the Wacky Rig. Its unusual shape, which attracts the 

attention of fish even more than standard lures, and a specially 

designed slot for the rubber band will allow us to present the lure with 

finesse and effectively catch even the most cautious fish and 

effectively catch even very cautious and inactive fish. The material 

used for the BASS series lures has been made stronger, which 

ensures greater durability of the lure and a lifelike action of the lure 

underwater. Not only bass are fished with this type of lure, it is a very 

effective lure in the drop shot method when fishing for zander.

BASS FAT BOY WACKY WORM 

8

MODEL

128 KRILL

54

BASS FAT BOY

WACKY WORM

The BASS range of baits is based on a new blend 

called "Salt Worm Project". It has been designed 

with a salt base that contributes to the appetising 

and aroma of the krill.

The material is very soft and strong, providing a 

lifelike action to the lure, created for finesse 

presentations to fool the most difficult to catch fish.

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)



WHITE

001

017
BUBBLE

GUM

020*
PURPLE

WITH
GOLD & GREEN PEPPER

030
DARK

GREEN
WITH

PURPLE PEPPER

040*
BLACK
WITH

BLUE PEPPER

000
GLOW UV

GREEN

006*
HOT

YELLOW
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

011*
HOT

ORANGE
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

019

022

HOT
PINK
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

019*

037
LITH BROWN

WITH
RED & BLACK PEPPER

004*
SILVER
PEARL
WITH

BLACK & SIVER PEPPER

COLA
WITH

BLACK PEPPER



TOKYO  RIG

SBIRULINO

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

BASS FAT BOY WACKY WORM

56

TEXAS RIG

CAROLINA  RIG

WACKY  RIG

NEKO  RIG

NED  RIG

DROP  SHOT

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Jig rig - o�set hook

Side Strap – Straight hook / o�set hook



texas rig

carolina rig

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - jig head hook #3/0, weight 3 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - jig head offset hook #2/0 - 4/0, weight 3 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - straight hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 3/0, cheburashka weight 3 - 20g.

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #4/0, cheburashka weight 3 - 20g.

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - straight hook with large eye in size #2/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 20g.bullet weight

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 20g.bullet weight
                             

Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm   128  (5")

57

neko  rig

ned  rig

tokyo  rig

sbirulino

side strap

drop shot

wacky  rig
- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 -   #1/0 - 2, . drop shot/wacky hook rubber oring

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - ned rig hook #2/0 - 3/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - drop shot/wacky hook #1/0 - 2, .tungsten screw weights, rubber oring

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - drop shot hook #1/0 - 2,  10-50g.drop shot screw weights

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 30g.bullet weight

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 -  #3/0.straight / offset hook with large eye size

- Bass Fat Boy Wacky Worm 128 -  #2/0.straight / offset hook with large eye size

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

Classical Jig head

FISH:   bass, zander, perch, huchen, sea trout, salmon, brown trout,
rainbow trout.

FISHERIES:    rivers, lakes, ponds,
artificial reservoirs water, canals.

Krill - recommended mainly for 
fishing wild fish in large rivers and 
fishing for predators such as perch, 
zander in dammed reservoirs, lakes.

SCENT:

a mix designed with a salt base that 
enhances appetisation.

TASTE:

TACKLE: we choose depending of the technique we want to present 
the lure with and the species of fish we want to catch. The basic tackle 
recommended when fishing for bass is a casting or spinning rod 210-240 
cm long with a casting weight of up to 21-35 g, which will bent properly but 
will also be fast enough. A delicate, subtle tip with which we can finesse 
fish will help us to present the lure effectively and naturally underwater 
and provoke wary bass to attack. When fishing with soft lures and the 
contact of the lure with the bottom, we use reels or multipliers with a large 
gear ratio. This allows us to quickly reduce excess line and not miss 
delicate bites when presenting and guiding the line. Another important 
element is the main line. It is recommended to use fluorocarbon with a 
maximum strength of 9 kg for soft lures because of its parameters. It has 
much higher abrasion resistance and does not absorb water like 
monofilament. Another advantage is its low stretch and optical density, 
which makes it much harder to see under water.

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

57



BASS FAT STICK WORM 128 mm / 5" - a lure that allows you to 

catch virtually any species of predatory fish as well as large silver fish. 

Primarily oriented towards bass fishing, but no fish will pass it by 

indifferently! It is perfect in the pursuit of record-breaking trout - as the 

bigger and thicker brother of the Dying Worm, it is also suitable for the 

sbirulino method in sea trout fishing.

BASS FAT STICK WORM 

8

MODEL

128 KRILL

58

BASS FAT

STICK WORM

The BASS range of baits is based on a new blend 

called "Salt Worm Project". It has been designed 

with a salt base that contributes to the appetising 

and aroma of the krill.

The material is very soft and strong, providing a 

lifelike action to the lure, created for finesse 

presentations to fool the most difficult to catch fish.

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)



WHITE

001

011* 017
HOT

ORANGE
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

BUBBLE
GUM

019

022

HOT
PINK
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

019* 020*
PURPLE

WITH
GOLD & GREEN PEPPER

030
DARK

GREEN
WITH

PURPLE PEPPER

040*
BLACK
WITH

BLUE PEPPER

000
GLOW UV

GREEN

004*
SILVER
PEARL
WITH

BLACK & SIVER PEPPER

006*
HOT

YELLOW
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

COLA
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

037
LITH BROWN

WITH
RED & BLACK PEPPER



TOKYO  RIG

SBIRULINO

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

BASS FAT STICK WORM

60

TEXAS RIG

CAROLINA  RIG

WACKY  RIG

NEKO  RIG

NED  RIG

DROP  SHOT

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Jig rig - o�set hook

Side Strap – Straight hook / o�set hook



texas rig

carolina rig

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - jig head hook #3/0, weight 3 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - jig head offset hook #2/0 - 4/0, weight 3 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - straight hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 3/0, cheburashka weight 3 - 20g.

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #4/0, cheburashka weight 3 - 20g.

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - straight hook with large eye in size #2/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 20g.bullet weight

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 20g.bullet weight
                             

Bass Fat Stick Worm   128  (5")

neko  rig

ned  rig

tokyo  rig

sbirulino

drop shot

wacky  rig
- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 -   #1/0 - 2, .drop shot/wacky hook rubber oring

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - ned rig hook #2/0 - 3/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - drop shot/wacky hook #1/0 - 2, .tungsten screw weights, rubber oring

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - drop shot hook #1/0 - 2,  10-50g.drop shot screw weights

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 30g.bullet weight

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 -  #3/0.straight / offset hook with large eye size

- Bass Fat Stick Worm 128 -  #2/0.straight / offset hook with large eye size

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

side strap

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.
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FISH:   bass, zander, perch, huchen, sea trout, salmon, brown trout,
rainbow trout.

FISHERIES:    rivers, lakes, ponds,
artificial reservoirs water, canals.

Krill - recommended mainly for 
fishing wild fish in large rivers and 
fishing for predators such as perch, 
zander in dammed reservoirs, lakes.

SCENT:

a mix designed with a salt base that 
enhances appetisation.

TASTE:

TACKLE: we choose depending of the technique we want to present 
the lure with and the species of fish we want to catch. The basic tackle 
recommended when fishing for bass is a casting or spinning rod 210-240 
cm long with a casting weight of up to 21-35 g, which will bent properly but 
will also be fast enough. A delicate, subtle tip with which we can finesse 
fish will help us to present the lure effectively and naturally underwater 
and provoke wary bass to attack. When fishing with soft lures and the 
contact of the lure with the bottom, we use reels or multipliers with a large 
gear ratio. This allows us to quickly reduce excess line and not miss 
delicate bites when presenting and guiding the line. Another important 
element is the main line. It is recommended to use fluorocarbon with a 
maximum strength of 9 kg for soft lures because of its parameters. It has 
much higher abrasion resistance and does not absorb water like 
monofilament. Another advantage is its low stretch and optical density, 
which makes it much harder to see under water.

61



BASS SLIM FINNESE WORM 140 mm / 5,5” - there may not be an 

ideal worm but the Slim Finnese is damn close! Slightly longer and a 

bit skinnier in diameter than the Stick Worm, created mainly for the 

drop shot technique, it allows for perfect animation of the lure during 

its retrieve - presentation. The slightest twitch of the rod tip sets in 

motion not only its flat tail but also the entire body. It does not deviate 

much from a natural worm that has dropped into the water.

BASS SLIM FINNESE WORM 

8

MODEL

140 KRILL

62

BASS SLIM

FINNESE WORM

The BASS range of baits is based on a new blend 

called "Salt Worm Project". It has been designed 

with a salt base that contributes to the appetising 

and aroma of the krill.

The material is very soft and strong, providing a 

lifelike action to the lure, created for finesse 

presentations to fool the most difficult to catch fish.

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)



011*
HOT

ORANGE
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

019

022

HOT
PINK
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

019*

000
GLOW UV

GREEN

004*
SILVER
PEARL
WITH

BLACK & SIVER PEPPER

COLA
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

037
LITH BROWN

WITH
RED & BLACK PEPPER

WHITE

001

017
BUBBLE

GUM

020*
PURPLE

WITH
GOLD & GREEN PEPPER

030
DARK

GREEN
WITH

PURPLE PEPPER

040*
BLACK
WITH

BLUE PEPPER

006*
HOT

YELLOW
WITH

BLACK PEPPER



TOKYO  RIG

SBIRULINO

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

BASS SLIM FINNESE WORM

64

TEXAS RIG

CAROLINA  RIG

WACKY  RIG

NEKO  RIG

NED  RIG

DROP  SHOT

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Jig rig - o�set hook

Side Strap – Straight hook / o�set hook



texas rig

carolina rig

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - jig head hook #3/0, weight 3 - 15g.

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - jig head offset hook #2/0 - 4/0, weight 3 - 15g.

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - straight hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 3/0, cheburashka weight 3 - 20g.

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #4/0, cheburashka weight 3 - 20g.

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - straight hook with large eye in size #2/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 20g.bullet weight

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 20g.bullet weight
                             

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

Bass Slim Finnese Worm   140  (5,5")

neko  rig

ned  rig

tokyo  rig

sbirulino

drop shot

wacky  rig
- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 -   #1/0 - 2, .drop shot/wacky hook rubber oring

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - ned rig hook #2/0 - 3/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 -   #1/0 - 2, .drop shot/wacky hook tungsten screw weights, rubber oring

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - drop shot hook #1/0 - 2,  10-50g.drop shot screw weights

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0/,  5 - 30g.bullet weight

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 -  #3/0.straight / offset hook with large eye size

- Bass Slim Finnese Worm 140 -  #2/0.straight / offset hook with large eye size

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

side strap
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FISH:   bass, zander, perch, huchen, sea trout, salmon, brown trout,
rainbow trout.

FISHERIES:    rivers, lakes, ponds,
artificial reservoirs water, canals.

Krill - recommended mainly for 
fishing wild fish in large rivers and 
fishing for predators such as perch, 
zander in dammed reservoirs, lakes.

SCENT:

a mix designed with a salt base that 
enhances appetisation.

TASTE:

TACKLE: we choose depending of the technique we want to present 
the lure with and the species of fish we want to catch. The basic tackle 
recommended when fishing for bass is a casting or spinning rod 210-240 
cm long with a casting weight of up to 21-35 g, which will bent properly but 
will also be fast enough. A delicate, subtle tip with which we can finesse 
fish will help us to present the lure effectively and naturally underwater 
and provoke wary bass to attack. When fishing with soft lures and the 
contact of the lure with the bottom, we use reels or multipliers with a large 
gear ratio. This allows us to quickly reduce excess line and not miss 
delicate bites when presenting and guiding the line. Another important 
element is the main line. It is recommended to use fluorocarbon with a 
maximum strength of 9 kg for soft lures because of its parameters. It has 
much higher abrasion resistance and does not absorb water like 
monofilament. Another advantage is its low stretch and optical density, 
which makes it much harder to see under water.

65



BASS CRAZY TWIST TAIL WORM 140 mm / 5,5” - an excellent lure 

for the carolina rig and texas rig method, as well as for the classic jig 

head. Its shape and action allow effective fishing for bass, zander and 

pike in technically difficult fisheries among branches, weeds and 

bushes. Properly rigged and presented in the right place, it can often 

turn out to be the lure of last resort! Wide variety of colours allows to 

suit the species of predator and the conditions on the water.

BASS CRAZY TWIST TAIL WORM 

8

MODEL

KRILL

66

BASS CRAZY

TWIST TAIL WORM
140

The BASS range of baits is based on a new blend 

called "Salt Worm Project". It has been designed 

with a salt base that contributes to the appetising 

and aroma of the krill.

The material is very soft and strong, providing a 

lifelike action to the lure, created for finesse 

presentations to fool the most difficult to catch fish.

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

SCENT / TASTE
PACKAGING / JAR

(pcs)
SIZE / LENGTH

(mm)



011*
HOT

ORANGE
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

019

022

HOT
PINK
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

019*

000
GLOW UV

GREEN

004*
SILVER
PEARL
WITH

BLACK & SIVER PEPPER

COLA
WITH

BLACK PEPPER

037
LITH BROWN

WITH
RED & BLACK PEPPER

WHITE

001

017
BUBBLE

GUM

020*
PURPLE

WITH
GOLD & GREEN PEPPER

030
DARK

GREEN
WITH

PURPLE PEPPER

040*
BLACK
WITH

BLUE PEPPER

006*
HOT

YELLOW
WITH

BLACK PEPPER



TOKYO  RIG

SBIRULINO

MAX OFFSET HOOKMAX STANDARD HOOK

BASS CRAZY TWIST TAIL WORM

68

TEXAS RIG

CAROLINA  RIG

WACKY  RIG

NEKO  RIG

NED  RIG

DROP  SHOT

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

Classical Jig head

Jig head – O�set hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – O�set hook

JIG RIG - Straight Hook / Classic

Jig rig - o�set hook

Side Strap – Straight hook / o�set hook



texas rig

carolina rig

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - jig head hook #3/0, weight 3 - 15g.

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - jig head offset hook #2/0 - 4/0, weight 3 - 15g.

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - straight hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 3/0, cheburashka weight 3 - 20g.

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #4/0, cheburashka weight 3 - 20g.

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - straight hook with large eye in size #2/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 20g.bullet weight

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 20g.bullet weight
                             

Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm   140  (5,5")

neko  rig

ned  rig

tokyo  rig

sbirulino

drop shot

wacky  rig
- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 -   #1/0 - 2, .drop shot/wacky hook rubber oring

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - ned rig hook #2/0 - 3/0, weight 5 - 15g.

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 -   #1/0 - 2, .drop shot/wacky hook tungsten screw weights, rubber oring

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - drop shot hook #1/0 - 2,  10-50g.drop shot screw weights

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 - offset hook with large eye in size #2/0 - 4/0,  5 - 30g.bullet weight

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 -  #3/0.straight / offset hook with large eye size

- Bass Crazy Twist Tail Worm 140 -  #2/0.straight / offset hook with large eye size

LIBRA LURES CATALOG  2022/2023 
®

*hook sizes may vary considerably between different brands.

Classical Jig head

Jig head – Offset hook

Chebursashka – Straight Hook / Classic

Cheburashka – Offset hook

jig rig - Straight Hook / Classic

jig rig - Offset hook

side strap

57

FISH:   bass, zander, perch, huchen, sea trout, salmon, brown trout,
rainbow trout.

FISHERIES:    rivers, lakes, ponds,
artificial reservoirs water, canals.

Krill - recommended mainly for 
fishing wild fish in large rivers and 
fishing for predators such as perch, 
zander in dammed reservoirs, lakes.

SCENT:

a mix designed with a salt base that 
enhances appetisation.

TASTE:

TACKLE: we choose depending of the technique we want to present 
the lure with and the species of fish we want to catch. The basic tackle 
recommended when fishing for bass is a casting or spinning rod 210-240 
cm long with a casting weight of up to 21-35 g, which will bent properly but 
will also be fast enough. A delicate, subtle tip with which we can finesse 
fish will help us to present the lure effectively and naturally underwater 
and provoke wary bass to attack. When fishing with soft lures and the 
contact of the lure with the bottom, we use reels or multipliers with a large 
gear ratio. This allows us to quickly reduce excess line and not miss 
delicate bites when presenting and guiding the line. Another important 
element is the main line. It is recommended to use fluorocarbon with a 
maximum strength of 9 kg for soft lures because of its parameters. It has 
much higher abrasion resistance and does not absorb water like 
monofilament. Another advantage is its low stretch and optical density, 
which makes it much harder to see under water.
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46CHILD

XS

S

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

XXXXL

65 56

48 67 58

51 69 60

54 70 62

57 74 64

61 75 65

63 78 66

67 79 67

69 79 67

A B C

A

C

B

72

M
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COMPETITIVE LONG SLEEVE
THERMO SHIRT - MEN'S 
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46CHILD

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

XXXXL

65 18

48 67 19

51 69 20

54 71 21

57 73 23

60 75 24

63 79 25

67 80 26

69 80 26

A B C
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HOODIE

46CHILD

XS

S

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

XXXXL

68 60

48 70 62

51 74 64

54 75 66

57 76 68

61 80 70

63 82 72

67 82 72

69 82 72

A B C

B

A

C

75

M
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COMPETITIVE SLEEVELESS VEST

A

B

46CHILD

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

XXXXL

65

48 67

51 69

54 70

57 74

61 75

63 78

67 79

69 79

A B
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COMPETITIVE LONG SLEEVE
THERMO SHIRT - WOMEN'S 

39

XS

S

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

57 54

41 59 56

43 60 57

45 62 59

47 64 60

49 65 61

50 67 62

53 68 62

A B C

A

C

B

XXS

M



THERMO-ACTIVE LEGGINGS – WOMEN'S
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60

XS

S

L

86 28

64 88 29

68 90 30

72 92 31

76 94 32

A B C
XXS

D

C
B

72

73

75

76

77

D

A

M





BEANIES AND NECK GAITERS

TRUCKER CAP

THERMOACTIVE BEANIE

THERMOACTIVE
NECK GAITER
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TOWELS AND LANYARDS

FABRIC - microfibre

SIZE - 30 x 30 cm

CARABINER - 6.0 cm

FISHING LANYARD WITH SCALE
length - 100 cm
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FISHING TOWEL
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PRODUCT DISPLAYS

60 49 40

200 66 45

200 126 45

A B C
SMALL RACK

MEDIUM RACK

LARGE RACK

B

A

C

A A

B B

C C
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MATERIAL

COLOUR

steel

black
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ADVERTISING BANNER
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LIBRA LURES TROUT SERIES - size: 100 x 200 cm / 150 x 300 cm

LIBRA LURES BASS SERIES - size: 100 x 200 cm / 150 x 300 cm
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BROWN TROUT I - size: 100 x 200 cm / 150 x 300 cm



ADVERTISING BANNER
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CHUB - size: 100 x 200 cm / 150 x 300 cm
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BROWN TROUT II - size: 100 x 200 cm / 150 x 300 cm

BARBEL - size: 100 x 200 cm / 150 x 300 cm



ADVERTISING FLAG
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Size: 70 x 305 cm
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info@libralures.com

www.libralures.com Facebook,  Tik  Tok,
YouTube & Instagram !!!

Find us on
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